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E N G A G E _ B R O O K S

Keep markers, pencils, and crayons available at home. Children develop skills that prepare them for
writing   through their normal play – like drawing, painting, and tracing objects. This kind of play
helps prepare the brain  and the muscles for holding a pencil and forming written words.
Help them learn to write their name. This is an empowering experience, and allows them to begin to
identify themselves as writers.
Involve them in your writing activities. Make a shopping list together and point out the words that
start with the  same letter as the child’s name. And most of all… 
Read books with kids. Early and frequent exposure to letters, sounds, words, and stories helps kids
learn to read  and write.

Writing is a terrific way for children to express their thoughts, creativity, and uniqueness. It is also a
fundamental way in which children learn to organize ideas, and learning to write well helps children to

be better readers.
 

When engaging in writing, young children often mirror what they see around them – adults and older
children writing lists, notes, text messaging. They are observing the way writing is used in our everyday

lives, and it is important to encourage our Trojans to practice writing each day.
 

Here are some simple things families can do to support your Trojan's writing: 
 

Developing Writing & Spelling at Home

Making reading part of the routine at
home is important in developing a
child's love of reading. Providing

access to many types of print
materials is important. This includes
magazines, books, and newspapers.

Don't Forget...
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Choose a poem or story that is flled with sensory-rich language. Te poem “Te Midnight Ride of Paul
Revere” by Longfellow is a great choice. 
Find images online that set the scene and show them to your child. (Te Old North Church still stands in
Boston.)
Read the passage aloud. While you’re reading, ask your middle schooler to imagine what it would look
like as a movie. She might even want to close her eyes so she can visualize it.
Have her tell you what she saw. She could also draw a picture or two of a favorite scene.

Your child read the passage, but now she can’t remember the details. Yet she can recall every detail from
the Netflix show she watched last night. Sound familiar? Many middle schoolers have a tough time
focusing on the words they read. Creating a “brain movie” can help students remember more of the
material. To show your child how to make a brain movie: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Then, encourage your child to try this same approach for her assigned reading. Help her imagine the scene
before she reads about George Washington. How cold was it at Valley Forge? Can she see the Battle of
Yorktown in her mind?

These mental images will help her pay attention to details. She'll recall the conflict between characters.
And she'll remember what she read.

Brain Movies to Increase Reading Comprehension

Your teen is likely forming her own opinions about  a lot of things. Teens are  known for their strong 
 views on what is “fair”— something you may have experienced  when discussing her weekend curfew.  

 
Beyond developing a tendency to  take a stand on almost anything, as  your goes through school, she is

also learning to recognize and understand the diferent sides to an argument.
 

Use your teen’s debating skills to  promote her writing skills. Find out what she’s passionate about. Is it 
 politics? Maybe an elected ofcial  implemented a plan that she disagrees  with. Is your teen more

focused on student rights? Perhaps she thinks a school policy is outdated and unreasonable. 
 

Once you identify an issue your teen feels strongly about, encourage her to do something about it. Have
her write a letter expressing her opinion. 

 
Suggest that she research the topic so she can write a well-reasoned explanation of her position. Help
her fnd the name of the appropriate person to address her letter to. Your teen my feel so energized by

her attempts to change the world that she won’t even notice she’s improving her writing skills—and
learning to make a persuasive argument.

Writing Can Strengthen Your Teen’s power of persuasion


